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Bootlegged musie leads to fines
By Bethany Anderson
Staff Writer
The Recording Industry
Association of America (RIAA)
filed lawsuits April 3, four col
lege students for alleged copy
right infringement.
The suits, filed in federal court
in New York, New Jersey, and
Michigan, are requesting the
shutting down of web sites that
offer copies of popular music in
addition to the defendants paying
a maximum of $150,000 in dam

ages per song.
The four students attend
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute,
Michigan
Technological
University (MTU), and Princeton
University. The schools them
selves were not named in the
suits, but they were all issued
strong warnings for future crimes
that may occur.
The suit stated that the stu
dents were able to store large vol
umes of songs on central serves
to be made available for sale

Positions on the war
Liz Villarreal
Sta^ Writer
Professor Cheryl Riggs of the
History Dept.
"I support our troops in the field,
but I'm against the war itself. We
should have used diplomacy and
th^ United Nations to resolve

way to deal with international
conflict. This war is going to
make us more vulnerable to ter
rorist attack. It is not about
national interests, it's about cor
porate interests."

through their universities' high
speed Internet systems.
Four entertainment industry
organizations sent over 2,000 let
ters to college and university
presidents' nation wide, in efforts
to curb copyright infringement
on campuses. In January, a feder
al judge ruled that Verizon
Communications Inc. is required
under law to identify subscribers
who' are even suspected of music
illegally that exceeds over 600
songs.
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Many are not familiar with
the computer system used
throughout the California State
University system, known as
Common Management System
(CMS), and therefore do not
know that personal information
may not be safe and prone to
viewers who are not authorized
to view such information.
The computer system con
tains a $662 million security flaw
that gives users access to students
and employees personal data
such as social security numbers
among other personal informa
tion.
This problem has been
known for years among those
working with the system but
there were no plans to fix it
because of the cost. Few people,
whose information is held within
the system, knew about the prob
lem because it only came to light
in a state audit report a few
weeks ago.
According to State Senator
Debra Brown, a Democrat from
Marina Del Rey, "Students and
employees of the CSU have the
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Personal information
available to the public
By Marie Thomson
Staff Writer

~Music continued
on page 14

Operation Iraqi Freedom

•
Professor Dany Doueiri of the
History Dept.
"I am against the war. I don't
think Saddam is linked to 9/11.
This is not the smartest way to
resolve a conflict. This is not the

The RIAA has now joined
forces with the Motion Picture
Association of America by send
ing letters to corporate employ
ees warning against using com
pany computers for downloading
and sharing music and films on
line.
The legal actions by the RIAA
has gained strong criticism from

right to expect their private infor
mation will be kept private and
not be made accessible to every
one that can get into the system."
So what is being done about
the glitch in CMS to ensure the
students privacy? Recently
California State University
Chancellor Charles B.- Reed
announced that security would be
immediately tightened with the
software systems known as
CMS.
" The safety and security of
our students "and employees con
tinues to be bur top priority"
Reed says.
The security that is in place
now requires those having access
to students' and employees'
social security numbers and other
sensitive identifiers must be
approved and certified by the
campus president or vice presi
dent.
One point that is brought up
is that sometimes access codes
are liberally shared with those
not approved to access the infor
mation.
The security now in place is
an interim solution and the uni
versity is working to make per
manent improvements.

Karnig marks high
on six year review
By Vincent Daas
characteristics were used as the
measures for the review.
Staff Writer
Vice
President
David
During the fall 2002 term, a
six-year review of Dr. Albert K. DeMauro says, "President Kamig
Kamig, President of California has done an outstanding job in his
State University San Bernardino five years at the University. The
was conducted. Collecting and University, under his leadership,
summarizing letters, and bringing has grown in many areas, includ
a four-person team to the campus ing enrollment, grants and con
formed the review. The review tracts, facilities, student housing,
concluded on January 28, with dis and others. He has built strong
cussion of the review by the Board relationships with the local com
munity, city, county, and state gov
of Trustees.
President Kamig's contribu ernments, from which the campus
tions were appreciated and posi has benefited. He has made a
tive remarks were stated in the tremendous contribution to the
review. The major findings were long-term success of the universi
that President Kamig: had open ty."
Kamig has been in office
communication; had a sense of
teamwork; members of the cam since 1997, and has seen an
pus and community respect and increase in student population, 600
trust him; faculty, staff, and stu more beds on campus, more edu
dents possess a sense of CSUSB cational buildings, and a stronger
pride; and he has positive relation sense of pride in faculty, staff, and
ships, goal oriented, high perform students.
Dr. Kamig has set goals for
ance, and is deeply committed to
the university.
the future.-Including to make the
The Chancellor had written to university a better teaching place,
over 100 people and received their build more student apartments to
comments regarding President yield 500 new beds, increase stu
Kamig. Management of the uni dent population to 17,000 by fall
versity, relations on campus and 2003, make the campus relevant to
within the system, educational the community, have a stronger
leadership, community relations, media, and establish the Inland
major achievements, and personal California TV network.
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mJMWlitary Plans Al Jazeera; the Arab view
By Aaron Fredericks
Asst. News Editor

into service certain privileges.
Students' will be able to
drop classes and be given full
Fmployccs and students refunds of mandatory fees.
4who are called to
serv- ^ Al.so, students will be able to
i<x while enrolled in classes continue registering widi mit
will incur no penalties while problems upon return.
Employees called into
doing so during this time of
^rvice will be given a salary
war;
^
California &ate University supplement for up to 360 cal
Chancellor. Charles B. Reed endar days.
In addition, the university
has sent policies to campus
presidents regarding the Leave has taken steps to inciease
of Absence Policy that guaran- security and heighten aw^t«js individuals who are cabled ness during this time.
By Mutthcw Woods
Staff Writer

al roots of trouble come in the enough the only governmental
form of Western obstacles. In entity to expel an Al Jazerra cor
spite of the quandaries, gaining respondent since the war began
Corporate
the Arab perspective on the war has been Iraq.
America,
on
the
other
hand, and
in Iraq is possible whether
the
media
outlets
under
its
through Al Jazerra or other
umbrella
have
taken
steps
against
sources.
Access to the Arab the network, as seen by the
channel remains difficult in the removal of Al Jazerra stock from
United Stales, where a largely Nasdaq and Wall Street and some
pro-war public shares Bush of the vitriol present on main
administration sentiment that the stream American TV program
network curtail its mostly uncen- ming.
"What exactly are they
sored war footage. No cable out
lets carry the station, and accord afraid of," asked Dr. Salmi in
ing the Professor Dany Doueiri response to the move. These
of the History department at decisions have angered many
California State University San who fear censorship and black
Bernardino, its future with satel listing similar to that suffered by ^
communists and other left-lean
lite dish providers is unsure.
While the Arab language ing individuals and organizations
website of Al Jazerra is fully during the Cold War.
"Honestly, it's the freedom
functional and shows the more
of
the
press, aadi
horrific pictures of the war, the
you
[the
press] can do whaTyoJ
English version has suffered
repeated damage from pro- want. That also means the people
American hackers as well as a watching...have to evaluate the
massive number of e-mails and source of news," said CSUSB
spam from angry surfers and will Junior Michael Pehl.
Those interested in viewing
remain down until mid-April.
While other news sources news as reported by organiza
conveying the Arab perspective tions purporting to carry Arab
are available, many are upset perspective have several options.
with Al Jazerra's status in the While no English version of Al
Western World. "It's the ultimate Jazerra remains accessible, the
form of censorship," stated Arabic site (aljazerra.net) is
varielv of
iluudown ac
iux,ta
• •
—tm
English siTC.
though viewers should be warned
Access lo Al Ja/.crra has noi
officially been prevented by any of the graphic nature of the mateAmerican governmental institu
tion, according to Political
Science professor Dr. Ralph
14
Salmi, though interestingly

Most Western viewers had
not heard of Al Jazerra prior to
Sept. 11, but its influence and
voice has grown significantly in
the year and half since.
In addition to its increasing
name recognition, the Qatarbased network has also faced
sharp criticism from American
and Arab officials alike. The air
ing of the infamous "bin Laden
videos" during the final days of
Taliban control over Afghanistan
drew negative comments from
US policy makers, fearing covert
messages to sleeper cells in the
commentary, and attempts to get
Arab countries to censure the
outgoing
news.
ous lack of medical attention,
By Karla Buchanan
More
recently, the showing
which is outlined in Chapter 3 of
Special to the Chronicle
of
American
casualties and pris
Section II of the Geneva
oners
of
war
have
angered coali
In any war there are uncer Convention concerning POWs.
tion
military
planners,
who cite
Also within the Geneva
tainties, from the reason for the
prohibitions
of
such
activities
per
Convention is the innocence of
war to the tactics used.
the
Geneva
Convention.
However, since 1949 there the citizens. Therefore, Iraqi sol
Viewing the controversial
has been one constant, and that is diers dressing as civilians and
war coverage of Al Jazerra for
holding
out
white
flags
and
then
the Geneva Convention. The
many has proven to be as elusive
Geneva Convention was signed firing is a violation of the docu
a
target as the alleged Sept. 11
by about 190 nations after World ment.
mastermind Osama bin Laden.
However,
while
it
is
easy
to
War II, including the United
Bin Laden's numerous appear
States, Afghanistan and Iraq, and blame the 'other side' for such
ances on the Arab-language news
acts
of
cruelty,
the
United
Slates
has been the virtual 'rules of war'
network gave its initial notoriety
has not gone without discrepan
since.
to. Western, ;.ai
However, both the United cies. The
forces
in
Guantanamo
Bay.
Cuba,
States and Iraq have come under
phe.
scrutiny in past months lor not has been seen as a violation ot
The majority of viewers' dif
following the rules and procer the Geneva Convention in sever
ficulties
comes from the obvious
al ways. They received no legal
dures set out in the documents.
fact
that
what many have called
The main complaints against representation and were shown
the
"Arab
CNN" primarily serves
both countries are their treatment on television, shackled and obvi
Arabs
in
Arabic,
though additionof Prisoners of War (POWs), for ously beaten and their faces on
which there is a specific section virtually every newspaper in the
in the Geneva Convention country and several magazines,
addressing. Complaints include including Time. Arguments have
By Bethany Anderson
the publicizing of POWs on tele been ensued on this because war
vision and in print, lack of med was never declared on Taliban,
Staff Writer
ical attention and deception by being it is not a country.
Additionally, U.S. military was
As the U.S. increases its mil
soldiers.
criticized
for dressing in local
Allegations against the Iraqi
itary assault on Iraq, the numbers
government, specifically, is the garb in Afghanistan and growing of anti-war individuals demon
showing of U.S. troops on the beards to assimilate to the cul strating have increased.
During Cal State University
Arabic run television station al- ture, however this was countered
Jazeera, being question by with the argument that they were San Bernardino's Spring Break,
reporters with images of dead wearing the uniforms of^the San Francisco had an estimated
one thousand men, women, chil
soldiers also being shown. This Afghanistan military.
Unfortunately, there is no dren, and pets march down the
is a violation of Article 13 of the
Geneva Convention, which states way to enforce the regulation laid streets to protest the Bush
that 'prisoner of war must at all out in the Geneva Convention, so Administration's position on
times be protected, particularly ultimately the treatment of
relations with Iraq.
Protesters made signs on
against acts of violence or intim
their T-shirts, hats, poster boards,
idation and against insults and
public curiosity'. Additionally
banners, and flyers. The business
districts of San Francisco were
shown in this footage was obvi
plastered with flyers promoting
and informing the public of. the
time and place of the protest.
Police presence was strong
where all protesters marched.
The protest was peaceful with lit
1 Don t Pay .10-.25C Each ForJust A Fetv Copies! j
tle or no arrests.
Some of the more vivid pro-

Geneva Convention

~Arab continued
on page

San Francisco's anti-war protest

~Geneva continued
on pageM

1
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Beitianx AndersottlC hroiuch'

Americans demonstrate their anti-war beliefs with signs, posters,
banners, shirts, and flyers

testers used the symbolic gesture
of dressing in all black with
white painted faces.
A group of six were tied
together by a long piece of rope.
The leader banged a drum in a
military funeral cadence, as the
remaining five carried signs and

babies' dolls with bloody faces to
resemble death.
Not all protesters were as
bleak; some San Franciscan pro
testers held huge crate paper
doves that soared high in the air,
symbolizing peace on a planet
facing war.

ea.
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Police Reports
Muri-h 31
Iiu kk'iii: \i liu-le Itiirulan
Ai ijppnixiinaicly 2 p.m..
olTicers received a phone vopt)n
of a \ehiclc buiiiiarj. Property
wa^ uiken from a CSIJSB stu
dent'.s vehicle in lot D. by entcf'
inii the vehicle through a ttmi
convertible lop window.

vehicle at about .'ip.m. on the
following day and her vehicle
w as gone.
Di.s-po.sirion: Report taken.

Disposition: Report taken.

Iiu-itleiil: (•rtiml Ihi-fl
At approximately 2p.m..
officers responded to the Health
and Physical fklucation build

Disposition: Report taken.
There are no U'<uh or suspect
information at lime of press.

April

2

liu'ideiil: Medii'.il M(J
At appro.vimately .'':3{)
p.m., officers responded to the
CSIJSB Health Center regard-f ing regarding a report of stolen
ing a medical aid call. A. items from her purse. Cnknown
CSl.^SB siudeni complained of person(.s) entered the office
a pre-C-vibling medical condi between 11:45 a.m. tind 2 p.m.
tion. and was transjvorted by and stole some items from the
innbvilanco to the hospital.
purse.
Disposiiion: Report luken.

Student found the drivers side
window smashed and the CD
player, wulch and leather coat
stolen.

Disposition: Report taken.

liii-idciil: Drunk in |jiihlk
Al approximalely 7:55
p.m.. officers responded to the
south side of the Pfau l.ibrary
regarding two female students
drunk in public. Ofncers con
tacted the two fcTnalc .students
and they refused to identify
ihcmselvcvs. The two female stu
dents had a strong odor of an
alcohidic beverage on their
breath, slurred speech and
watery eyes. I he two students
were arrested and transported to
file couniy jail.
Disposition: Report taken

Iricidnil: Driiiik in piihlic
.Al ap[)roxin]:ilel\ 10:.^7
p.m., officer respondeti to liie
north side of building #5,
regarding a male subject calling
ou the 911 phone slating that he
was drunk. Officer's contacted
the subject, a non-sludcnl, who
thought ho was at the hospital.
SLibjeci had a strong (xlor of an
alcoholic beverage on his
breath, slurred speech and
. watery eyes,
.r.

Iiiridenl: \ssinill
Im-iileiil; NiiiuLili.sni
At approximately 5:37
At approximately 8;2(^
p.m.. olTicer.-i res|>ondcd to the' p.m.. officers responded to the
CSUSB Media Department outside oj' building #5. where
regarding a report of vandalism nine black male adults were sit
to CSIJSB property. .A cable to ting on the victim's car. Victim
a coinpuior moititor was cut in a, asked the subject iku to sit on
c1^s.srooiQ ill Jack Brown Hall. A his car and one of the subjects
victim tind the sub'.:
/Oibfnj
jecl was ic>uaiu^ui by one of his Disposition: Rep>>rr taken
re (lie no leads or suspect
friends. The assault was not
information at time of press.
Iiu-|<k-iit: riisscssioii <1!' nuiricommitted only an attempt.
:
April J
Di.spo.sition: Report taken.
jnniiii
.At approximately 11:45
liH-idnil: SloU-ii vehu-liliieideiii; \ehicle luirgLirv
p.m.. officer made a vehicle
.At approximalely 6 p.m., slop on Norlhpark Blvd. and
;\i approximately 5:30;
p.m.. officers re.sponded to the officers responded lo the Coyote Drive for a vehicle vio
CSb'SB piirking lot F regarding CSliSB parking lot B regarding' lation. Driver had a su.spended
a rL*[M)rl of a stolen vehicle. a report of a vehicle biirglarY. and revoked ilriver's license.
Student parked and ]«Kked her Student parked and locked her Upon search, ho was found 10
vehicle on April 2 at about vehicle at about 9:45 a.m. an4 be in possession of marijuana.
12:43 p.m. She returned to her returned at about 6 p.nfc, Disposiiion: Kepon taken.

Health
Ephedra's Battle for approval
The
American
Heart
Association (AHA) sent an open
statement to the U.S. Food and
Drug Administration (FDA) ask
ing for a federal ban on all sales
of products containing the drug
Ephedra, on April 4.
This comes after a widely
publicized press release by the
FDA in February regarding the
well-documented adverse effects
of Ephedra. In one study con
ducted
by
the
RAND
Corporation, Ephedra was linked
to have been the cause of two
deaths, four heart attacks, nine
strokes, one seizure, and five
cases of psychiatric episodes.
The U.S. Department of Health
and ?iuman Services (HHS) has
issued their own statements
against the popular weight loss
drug, by issuing acts to improve

consumer awareness of the harm
ful and even fatal side effects of
the drug. •
Ephedra, a natural herbal
substance derived from the
Chinese herb Ma Huang, can be
chemically synthesized to make
the drug Ephedrine. Ephedrine is
used in countless dietary supple
ments as an active ingredient.
Promoted as a sport enhanc
ing, weight loss, and energy
booster in recent years, the bil
lion-dollar weight loss industry
has been able to successfully
market the drug, despite evidence
of harmful side effects.
One tactic the FDA has
begun utilizing is its alliance with

~Health continued
on page 14

WORLD NEWS
Global: SARS Vaccine in the works
The mysterious Severe Acute Respiratory syndrome (SARS) that
has been linked with 85 deaths from Asia to North America will soon
be treatable, according to the Centers for Disease Control (CDC) and
National Institute of Health.
Researchers are developing a vaccine with the assumption that
SARS is a new form of the corona virus that is responsible for the
common cold.
President Bush has issued an executive order allowing for health
officials to quarantine Americans sick with the disease. TTie order
adds SARS to the list of diseases that allow health officials to invol
untarily detain Americans in a twenty-year time span.

Mexico: Juarez Drug Cartel Brought Down
Mexican authorities arrested Arturo Hernandez Gonzalez this
week for being linked to several assassinations of the Juarez Drug
Cartel.
Gonzalez was alleged to have killed his Victims by burying them
alive in oil drums then filling them with cement before dumping them
into the waters.
The arrest is one of many in Mexican President's Vicente Fox's
campaign to end the growth of illegal cocaine trafficking between
Mexico and the U.S.

THE BUZZ
Inland Empire
Debating Society
This essay contest is open to
all students. Producer Edith
Smart encourages students to par
ticipate in this event.
The topic for this year's
essay contest is "The Importance
of Debating in a Democratic
Society." Essays must be 300 to
500 words or no more than 3
pages.
The essay contest is
February 24-March 31. For more
information contact Smart at
(909) 887-4894.

First Annual CSUSB
Talent Show
Zeta Phi Beta Sorority,
Student Union Program Board
and ASI will be having the first
Annual, CSUSB Talent Show on
April 23 at 7 p.m. in the Student
Union Events Centers.

There will be four cate
gories: Acting, Dancing, Singing
and Open. A sign-up sheet will
be posted on the door of the
Student Union Program Board
Office
or
email
ZetaLadies5005@yahoo.com
For any more questions email us at visit our website at
PiZetaZeta.hypermart.net

$25,000 grant from
Bank of America
A $25,000 grant from the
Bank of America is allowing the
program Choices and Changes to
expand its economy education to
students.
The California Council on
Economic Education headquar
tered at Cal State San Bernardino
is aiming to teach the basic con
cepts of the economy to local
Latino school children in order to
help them become better partici

pants in that economy.
The Choices and Changes
program is currently being taught
at Crestmore Elementary School
in Colton, whose student popula
tion is 79 percent Latino. The
program teaches basic economic
concepts of benefit/cost analysis,
school and human capital, pro
duction and markets.
The purpose of the grant
from Bank of America is to
develop a reading list of existing
children's books to teach about
economics.
For more information, con
tact the CSUSB public affairs
office at (909) 880-5(X)7 or the
California Council of Economic
Education at (909) 880-5553.

Teach-in on War in
Iraq
The
Departments
of
Philosophy, Sociology, and
Foreign Language will sponsor a

teach-in on the war in Iraq on
April 8,1-4 p.m. in the Panorama
Room in the Lower Commons.

Criminal Justice Club
There will be a Criminal
Justice Club meeting April 8, at 5
p.m. in TC-15.

Law Enforcement
Career Fair
Alpha Phi Sigma will be
hosting a law enforcement career
fair April 8 in the Events Center
from 24 agencies expected to
attend, which include the FBI,
San Bernardino Probation and
Sheriff's Department, as well as
the Department of Homeland
Security.

The Career
Development Center
The Career Development

Center will be setting up Job
interviews with employers in the
business industry, and govern
ment professions.
April 23 through June 9,
interviews will be set up.
To participate, visit the
Career Center's website at
http://career.csusb.edu and click
on MONSTERTRAK/INTERVIEWTRAK.
To be eligible to participate
in the program, you must be a
senior (graduating no later than
June, 2003), graduate student or
alumnus.
Two special workshops enti
tled "How to Stand Out at Your
On-Campus
Interview".
Workshops will be held in the
Career Development Center
Conference room UH-329 on
Monday, April 14 at 1 p.m.
For more information con
tact the Career Development
Center at (909)880-5250.
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T'lie 'Roving Rojnvter

Student Spotlight
Jess Lozano

What da Xjou mji\:t about
SjviIuj 'J^raak^

mm

By Marilyn Valdez
Stajf Writer
CSUSB is constantly being
watched. It is 2 am and he is
making the routine rounds on the
campus grounds. Junior Jess
Lozano is a Community Service
Officer (CSC). For the students
living on campus, it is reassuring
knowing that CSO's surveillance
has the school's safety in mind.
Lozano is a Criminal Justice
major who wants to one day
work in the field of federal

" it had my major and I thoiight
the campus was very beautiful,"
said Lozano.
CSUSB's Public Safety
House hires and trains students to
keep an extra eye out and secure
the campus. After living on cam
pus for some time, Lozano was
given the opportunity to become
aCSO.
After interviewing and
training, Lozano inherited duties
that work towards providing a
safe campus. Duties include

buildings are constantly checked
to make sure that students live in
a safe environment.
" I make sure that residents
are not doing activities that can
harm others," said Lozano.
"There have been incidents,
but they are confidential," said
Lozano, "Everyone has the right
to have confidentiality."
One service that many stu
dents do not know about is the
escort service. CSOs provide
escorts services to all CSUSB
students. Any students who feels
unsafe walking alone day/night
can call the Public Safety House
and request an officer to walk
them to their next destination.
The respoiisi^|it^^^fa
CSO are vaisf
Scheduled work hours can
extend to early hours in the
morning. There are times when
Lozano has to work all night and
still get up early to class.
" Its good to know that you can
count on the CSOs during any
hour," said freshman Olga
Hernandez who lives in the
dorms.
"Sometimes I'll walk to the
libraiy at night, and Jess would

felt he needed to protect others.

ihem, and locking them up.

Parking lots are surveillanced to
make sure students' cars are pro
tected. Apartment and dorm

rhe way and not because it's

Lozano graduated from
Paraclete High School and decid
ing to attend CSUSB because

t:
Hy Koiilri/ l):iiT:iUini
.SI cue I ijitor

Name: Ingris Sanchez
Major: (Timinal Justice
Year; I rcshman
*i regret not taking advaniage
o}"Tny time oiV. 1 didn't get any
sJeep."

f

i

.

•4..

firr

Marilyn ValdezJChronicle

Jess Lozano makes the usual stops at the Residential Apartments

Name: Yajaira Hanrique/;
Major: Bio Chcmisiiy
Year: Sophomore
"1 just stayed home, iuid
didji't do anything."

Name: Paul (iarcia
Major: Business Admin.
Year: Sophomore

job but because he is a good
friend,"
said
sophomore
Christina Villarreal.

Queer As Coffee^

Name: Alyson Harper
Major: An
Year: F-'rcshman
'i don't regret anything, 1 got
to meet the band D.I. attd 1 was
treated like a roeksiar."

GLBT Resource begins quarter with coffee house session
Name: Ciorardo (jonzale/
Miijor: Business Admin.
Year: Junior
"I regret getting drunk at San,-*
relipe which stoppe<i me from
going deep sea fisliing tJie next
morning."

Name: Konstanlinos Gregory
Major: Business .Admin.
Year: Soplunnore
"I regret not remembering atiything."

£ook far t(it 'Ravine] •Jltpattci
all aver cainiJus.

iusb.ceii

was Joe Flores, a senior began
with reciting "Disparity of life" a
poem near and dear to him. The
poem was a reflection of some of
In winter 2003, a new posi
his most intimate moments.
tion was created to benefit the
After the performance by Joe
campus as well as increase the
Flores, the first musician, Joey
diversity.
The Gay, Lesbian,
Ancona, came to the stage
Bisexual,
and
and performed a rendition
Transgender Resource
of Aimee Mann's Save me.
position is a graduate
The roaring applause
assistant position made
ended his performance and
to help better the envi
the next poet known as the
ronment for the gay and
Jaded kydd came to the.
lesbian population of the
stage and caught the
campus. The first large
crowds
attention with
event that was planned
some intense poems, one
by the current resource
of which was "Dreamer"
person, Becky Micelli,
which is about a person
was the 'Queer as
who wants to be an ideal
Coffee' event.
ist but is being faced with
This event was put
the
harsh reality of grow
together to exhibit the
ing
up.
talents of the campus'
The seriousness of the
gay and lesbian commu
Luna Salomon/Chronicle
poetry
portion was broken
nity. Although the event
Rich Muirhead plays to the audience
by the soulful sound of
was primarily focused
toward the gay and lesbian com vided for the passersby who Rich Muirhead, a senior.
munity there were also perform wanted to stay and enjoy the Muirhead is a member of The
ers involved that were Allies. entertainment. The line up for Electric monks and he sang some
Allies are heterosexual people the evening consisted of poetry songs that he says were dedicated
who feel sympathetic or have an and musicians. There was even
understanding for the Gay and a guest performance by the for
- Coffee continued
mer group The Trade.
Lesbian movement.
on page H
The first poet of the evening
The event began with a DJ
By Mathew Taylor
Managing Editor

playing various club hits. People
from the surrounding areas
flocked to the fireside lounge to
find out what was going on.
Some stayed and some left, but it
got attention campuswide. Food
and other refreshments were pro-
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The Seme
Festival features world dances
By Beatriz Barragan
Scene Editor

Beatriz Barragan/Chronicle

The Cairo Caravan Gypsies performed many dances to the public

The silent CSUSB campus
was vibrating with music from
many parts of the world on
Saturday,
April
5.
The
Agricultural Department hosted a
Festival of Dance for all students.
Many groups came and per
formed various dances from var
ious parts of the world.
" I thought it was important
to show students different parts
of the world, even more so now
that we are at war," said coordi
nator of the event Jacque
Swartout.
One of the first groups to

perform was Cairo Caravan
Gypsies, they brought various
instruments used centuries ago.
Slight changes in attire were
made as the migration from
Egypt to Spain occurred. Even a
boa constrictor was implemented
into the performance.
" Some songs were used as a
meeting ritual, it was how a man
would meet his future bride,"
said Shakira Troupe director and
dancer of the group.
The event carried a bill of
Scottish, Greek, Polynesian and
Mexican dances, each unique it
its own way.
The Scottish Highland group
had sword dancing. Two swords

are placed on the ground and the
dancers move around them with
out ever looking down. Each
dancer must be careful during the
dance, one wrong step and the
dancer can get hurt.
Numia Boundes performed
and later taught the public
Polynesian dances. The style of
dancing varied between areas
such as Hawaii, Samoa, New
Zealand and Tahiti.
- The body gestures in each
dance told a story that reminisce
the peaceftil islands.
"Body gestures of a dancer
can depict the wind, the ocean,
fish and even making love," said
Boundes.

Job seekers wanted at Career Expo
By Arianna Valdez
Staff Writer

Where can you put leading
companies in one room providing
information about their company
and offering jobs, internships and
scholarships? Here at CSUSB.
On Wednesday, April 2, the
Career Development Center put
together a Job Fair at the
Coussoulis Arena for all those
who wanted the opportunity to
lomcet ii^th representatives from
different companies.

There were 124 employers cific requirements that they were
present at the event informing looking for, like the Franchise
and of course persuading people Tax Board, which was looking
for those who had already gradu
about their company.
There were agencies of all ated or were going to graduate
sorts at the Job Fair.
For within a semester. This company
instance, there were representa was seeking to hire people as tax
tives from Northwest Mutual, auditors. There was no previous
Capital
One,
Riverside experience required but one did
Community Hospital, County of need to have at least 19 units of
Riverside Human Resources, accounting to apply.
On the other hand, there
Staples, Target, U.S. Postal
Inspection Service, and even the were also companies that were
not really particular about their
IRS.
Certain companies had spe

requirements.

For example.

Primerica Financial Services Manager of Retail Stores said,
would take anyone who was, "We are just trying to hire appli
according to representative Karla cants and get our name out there
Romero, "sharp, motivated, and and the Job Fair is a great way to
hard-working people willing to do that."
Jobs were not the only thing
train and develop."
being
offered, but also scholar
Companies such as Verizon
ships.
The Coast Guard was get
Wireless were not just there nec
ting
^plicants
for a scholarship
essarily to provide jobs on the
that
would
pay
for tuition and
spot, but instead referred people
to the company's web site or books if requirements were met.
gave them applications to fill out.
~ Expo continued
Even though jobs might not have
been offered, information about
on page H
their company was. In fact.

ultural
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Are you Deck or Fin:
The Hipster Handbook
By Tara Wallace
Multi-Cultural Editor
Hipsters are not similar to
the average person. They tend to
stand out from the masses in the
way that they dress. They look
upon strip malls and franchi,ses
with disdain.
H i p s t e r s
believe that all cultural trends
become undesirable the moment
they hit the mainstream. They
never admit that they actually are
in fact Hipsters; that would be
very fin. A Hipster would never
be caught attending a state uni
versity.
The Hipster Handbook, by
Robert Lanham is a guide to
what it means to be a Hipster. A
Hipster is defined as "one who
possess tastes, social attitudes,
and opinions deemed cool by the
cool". Hipsters no longer use the
term "cool"; it is instead replaced
by "deck".
The book is written for
everyone except those who are;
neo-Nazis, have appeared in
Girls Gone Wild videos, gone to
tanning salons, have been to the
Warped Tour, and wear sweat
shirts with Disney characters on
them.
A detailed glossary embarks
on terms u.sed by Hipsters. A tew
useful ones are a bronson, which
is a beer; to bust a moby; which
means to dance, fin; which
means lame or undesirable.

juicer; a ladies man, piece; a cell
phone, polish; to impress, and
tassel; which is a girl. These
terms are used throughout the
book in order to help the reader
study up on how to talk like a
Hipster.
The range of types of
Hipsters is very broad. Almost
so broad that one wonders if
these people can all belong to the
same group. The Unemployed
Trust Funders (UTF) are Hipsters
who mooch off their parents their
whole life. The Loner is an intro
verted Hipster who has little time
for a social life. The Wash, the
most common type of Hipster, is
in the waitstaff and service busi
ness and is very moody. The
Teeter is a Hipster who is com
monly associated with skate
boards, graffiti and tagging.
These people are all very differ
ent, but they all have one thing in
common: they are deck.
This book also goes over
many different ranges of Hipster
life. What Hipsters wear, what
they listen to, great Hipsters in
history. Hipster dating pairs,
Hipster grooming, and popular
Hipster web-sites.
This book is great for any
one who is a Hipster or those
who are simply interested in the
Hipster culture, lb find out more

about the Hipster culture, check
online at www.thehipsterhandbook.com or order your own
copy.

John Emig/Chronicle

Watoto or "The Children" perform in front of a CSUSB audience

Watoto Children's Choir
performs at CSUSB
Great Britain in order to spread the word of God
and also to realize money for their ministries.
Watoto Child Care Ministries was designed by
Gary and Marilyn Skinner to address the need of
Uganda's orphan crisis. They have designed
child sponsorship program for $25 a month.
They also accept one-time gifts or gifts of
$10,000 to construct a new dwelling for a fami
lyThe goal of Watoto is to provide spiritual,

By Tara Wallace
Multi- Cultural Editor
Watoto Children's Choir performed at
CSUSB on April 3 from 12-2p.m. The group
consisted of 18 children and four adults.
They gave a very energetic show for the
audience of almost 100 people. They used live
ly hand motions and movements to praise the
Lord with thdr voices-and bodjes^Thfjoth^

each child. They uy \o meev the cssenual needs

consists of hoys and girls who' used syhchro-

nized hand motions and singing which captivat
ed the CSUSB audience in the Events Center.
Watoto, which means "The Children", is
from Uganda and tours the U.S., Canada, and

of these orphaned children.
To find out more information, contact
Admin@Watoto.com or check out www.waioto.com.

Restaurants, the other side of the table
By Susie Medina
Copy EdUor
Fast money, late hours, sup
plies sustenance; sounds like a
drug dealer, right' Try a restaurant
server, a popular part-time job for
many students.
College students everywhere
find waiting tables convenient for
many reasons, including flexible
hours and quick cash. The sub
culture of servers is one of their
own, with entertainment in their
repertoire and tipping as their reli
gion.
But serving is not all fun and
games, students admit, it has its
drawbacks too.
Student David Brigham has
been serving for three and a half
years and although he admits to
always having extra cash in his
pocket, he says that working late
doesn't allow him much study
time. In between classes, work,
and studying, sleep becomes the
last priority.
Imagine having classes all
morning, going home for a short
retreat, preparing for work, work
ing arduously to serve people for a
fast-paced six to eight hours, only
to retum home late, finish home
work, and start the regime again
the next day.
Fortunately, Junior Steve

Petty agrees that scheduling is
flexible in his restaurant job, as he
only works three days a week.
"I don't really have problems
with working late hours, most of
my shifts are on the weekend any
way," says Petty.
Its no wonder why most
restaurants or bars have young,
vibrant, and resilient people to

"If Tm not lipped
at least 15 per
cent, I think
you're a cheap
skate."

-Sherry Bowden
serve their customers.
"Most of the people I woric
with are about my age," says 22
year old Petty.
It is important for the restau
rants, just as much as the servers to
have a fast-paced atmosphere.
This way the restaurant benefits
from the timely, energetic service
from the servers, and the servers
make more tips from the high
turnover of tables.

The etiquette for tipping is
anywhere from 15-20 percent.
Ideally it should be 18 percent, but
some pieople still do 15 percent and
others do 20 percent, as a round-up
from 18. A common mistake is
doubling the tax (7.75 percent of
theTiill), as some items on the bill,
such as liquor, are not taxed which
will take away from the servers
accurate 18 percent of the total bill.
Tipping is how servers make
their money. Most servers only
make minimum wage, so they
depend on tips for income. This is
how restaurants keep their servers
in check, the server makes their
money according to their attitude
and patience.
"If I'm not tipped at least 15
percent, 1 think you're a cheap
skate," says Sherry Bowden, a
cocktail server at a local bar. "I go
to work to have a good time and to
make money, if I get tipped like 10
percent, then I become concerned
that my service wasn't good
enough."
Frustration sometimes must
be endured and replaced with a
smile, even at the most busy or
extraneous times.
"I feel that I have this bond
with other servers," Brigham says,
"because they're the only ones
who know what it feels like and
they understand."

teaching tip © 11
Save your spot at
the next information
meeting in your area -

Never turn your back on
a class In the middle of a
dissection.
Azusa Pacific University's School of Education
and Behavioral Studies is only one of three
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Education (NCATE). With credential prepara
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tion course work at APU, your credential is
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Religion and war,
A contradiction in terms
H:^r is a prime example of
abusing reli^on as he use^Christianity to aduKwiish the
Jewish population.
;
While religion may not he #•;
die surfai^ of issues that emb^/;
this W2B", it is creiteitdy afactcff aS|;
the United Stetes claims to be i ^
Ctei.stian nation and Iraq claims
to be ^ Islamic nation., ; - ;;; 3.
Smdent Antfemy GnMS,
ever disagrees th^f tftis
jnytfhng to do with religidtef
isn't even about rehgion;
anymore, we have moved past
that dre^y, no one is going to
l^tde widi God in mii«i" he

By Susie Medina
Copy Editor

Some caiJ this a holy war,
pttera teUeve it is a sign of
Christ's return. As the war wid>
Irsu:} intensifies the assembly of
religion plays a huge role in
the«j times.
Religion tes
its plaee in
several battles and wars for ages.
Skepticisms of celigitm are part
ly due K) te. Tl» question of;
whether or not diis particldar
is even about religion ts a
complex, controversial question.
phoio courtesy oj' sfsu.edu
Ihe question M hand is wlK?xe
Cesar Chavez did more than you might know
pee^le's leligiQns are standings;:
: Repidless of ^
now.
'htft
peqple have lost
#
White Islam preaches peace
their
faith
in
this
war,
this
era;
lid We, and Christies teach to
tions.
uncountable injustices endured.
?;*loye tiiy enemy,' bc^ fi^t Jn eidier bring peoplecloser to i^iBy Jonna St. John
The process was a long and
Chavez
joined
the
US
Navy
gimi
cff
steay
fliem
from
it.
.
dK name of God.
Special to the Chronicle
in 1945 and served in the west- drawn out ordeal and continues
Becauf® some Chrisnans
? f: ;i%y
pi^e^r ite'
In case you were wondering em Pacific during World Wax II. to go on when new issues are
Susan Finsen, who has ^ven believe ihat this may fulfill die
why there was no school on In 1948, he married Helen brought about, for example, in
speeches at CSUSB on peace in pffo^iecy for the end tin^s, pedMonday, April 1st, CSUSB Fabela and settled in San Jose, 1988, Chavez conducted a 36believes d^t people ae : pie may he driven to devote
themselves to God, Others may
Campus was closed in obser California.
Again, he was day fast to protesU'the use of
i^g their rcli^ons as
forced to suffer intolerable con pesticide use that poisoned
vance of Cesar Chavez Day.
I tkm of their violent atSs. ; ;; find hypocrisy in the supptto of
war,
rad
stray
from:
k.
For most Califomians, his ditions of the migrant farm workers and their families. The
'justifying killing is a t^ble the
Islam
nmy
be
losing
pc^ul^name
is associated with the workers in order to support his stmggles still exist and persist.
I al^c^on, this is not a role of a
Chavez often stated while
ity
in
the
western
regions,
but
United
Farm Workers, or UFW, family. He knew, however, the
s^hial person," says Finsen.
rallying workers to unify, that
as he was president of this conditions had to change.
: , What ts haDoening instead, may reflect more loyaky
humbleness
and
organization when he died,
she reminds, is thai both sides through
In 1952, his luck seemed to "if you're outraged at condi
April 23, 1993.
ckim tliat God i.s on thcit side^ cnduraiute. Persecitoon has and
make a turn for the better. tions, then you can't possibly be
wh.ii ihey aic diufl® i
WQiJcing in;. apricol free or happy until you devote
^^st successful farm workers^ orchards he was able to become all your time to changing them
ith this tc^a is' an incon
This war may be considcrevl a 4
union in United States history. involved in the Community and do nothing but that, but you
sistency in spiritual teachings.
| He is best known for his peace Service Organization (CSO). can't change anything if you
Ihis ^ument has a foliar religimis war, but k is not one
ful demonstrations, walks and Even though the CSO enabled want to hold onto a good job, a
^ to ifc (»ie
stnjTKJs veiy done out of f»th. What is hap-1
to diat of oite religious pening is a fear of toe otlier: die I
periods of fasting during the Chavez to fight against racial good way of life and avoid sac
dial we read of in our his U.S. fears Tmq and Iraq fears the I
1960s and 1970s that eventually and economic discrimination, he rifice." The, key word being
| helped to bring about change for wanted his cause to single in on sacrifice.
tory books, Wc le^ of cru US. Fear caus^ violence and
sades and calvary th^ kiJiexl i^lf-proteetedness, which is a
the migrant farm workers farm workers.
Chavez knew, as did many oth
m^y pet^le in the name of nalnral-huiim tnstiaGi
throughout the United States.
In the mid 1960's, with ers who followed him, that in
Islam and Christira toicixin^s I
God. And in the distance
Unfortunately, most people do eight children and a wife to pro order to improve life overall,
between the f»^nt tead&t and teach of self-control imd sound ii
not know much else about this vide for, Chavez chose to quit many would have to sacrifice a
ti» past character in a story, do minds, rejecting secular pas-1
heroic man.
his steady paying job as lot. This is just what he did.
we r^t^niie the incongruity of .sions like war. Iflhiswar issup-1
Chavez was bom into a National Director of the CSO Many felt that when Chavez
| farming family in Yuma, for the greater good of all.
p^lleling peacre and
of pos«ito be a holy war, then both
died in 1993, the UFW would
violence, while labeiins diem sides a pretoni pom mi-srepro-J
Arizona in. 1927. When he was He and his family traveled all die too. But, with the leadership
holy wars.
;;
ten years old, his family became over California to urge workers of Chavez' son-in-law, Arturo S.
migrant workers because his to unite. Thus, the NFWA Rodriguez, the UFW continues
father lost their land during t he (National
Farm
Workers to negotiate contracts and win
depression. At age 13, Chavez Association) was born and later elections for farm workers
The Universityof
was forced to quit school in united with an AFL-CIO spoh- throughout the United States.
order to help support his family sored union to form the UFW.
Cesar Chavez was a noble
in spite of his love for educa The UFW, through a vow of man. He was a man that dedi
tion. He learned first hand and nonviolence, participated in cated his life to the greater good
early on of the terrible working strikes, boycotts, marches, and of farm workers everywhere. In
conditions of migrant farm hunger strikes, that eventually honor of his 'dedication and sac
Reading your favorite literature as you watch the sun rise over the beautiful
workers. He also became acute forced most growers to sign rifice, he was awarded the
Rocky Mountains
ly aware of the minuscule pay contracts with the UFW that Presidential Medal of Freedom
Hearing the unique song of the Westem Meadowlark as you study, its body
for their services as well as the promised better pay and condi after he died.
structure and flight patterns

Cesar Chaver is more than a holiday
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Montana

Summer Semeater200S
Ivnoj^v^...

Inhaling the sweet fragrance of mountain wlldflowers as you create prose

Imoguoe^..
Experiencing the beauty of Montana as you form new friendships

in

student-centered classes
Enjoying the mountainous views as you study the history of rock and roll

Spending your Summer in a learning environment as you enjoy the benefit
of a community large enough to support a diverse culture, yet smalt
enough to provide a friendly

atmosphere

Immersing ycxjrself in Big Sky Country as you learn about Montana culture
Escape to The University of Montana where you
can balance academics with recreation and relaxation.
Register today and enjoy UM's relaxed campus atmosphere,
innovative course offerings and exerting outdoor activities.
For more information, visit
montanasummer.com or call 406-243-4470

mxmtaruimmmjer.com/

This day in history: Dr. King is assassinated
Martin Luther King Jr. is fatally shot while
standing on the balcony outside his second-story
room at the Motel Lorraine in Memphis,
Tennessee on April 4, 1968.
The civil rights leader was in Memphis to
support a sanitation workers' strike and was on his
way to dinner after his arrival at a Memphis hos
pital. He was 39 years old.
Just months before his assassination. King
became increasingly concerned with the problem
of economic inequality in America. He planned
an interracial "Poor People's March" in
Washington and traveled to Memphis in support of
poorly treated African American sanitation work
ers.
After his death, riots broke out in cities all

across the U.S. Tens of thousands of people lined
the streets to pay tribute to King's casket as he was
buried in Atlanta, Georgia.
After Kings's death, a Remington .30-06 was
found on the sidewalk beside a rooming house one
block from the Lorraine Motel. During the next
several weeks, the rifle, eyewitness reports, and
fingerprints on the weapon all implicated a single
suspect:James Earl Ray.
Ray was arrested for King's death on June 8.
At first ray pleaded guilty to survive the electic
chair, but later withdrew this plea. Ray had moun
tains of evidence against him, such as fingerprints
and his admitting presence in the area during the
murder. He also had motive; hatred and a racist
attitude towards King. He died in 1998.
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First Wednesdays Performance

Reknowed Jazz Saxophonist Visits CSUSB
By Alan Vacks
Stajf Writer
Last Wednesday night the
CSUSB Jazz Ensemble and its
audience were treated to the
musical insight of prominent jazz
saxophonist Jeff Clayton in the
Performing Arts Recital Hall.
Although the ensemble was only
able to rehearse with Clayton for
one afternoon, the performance
showed
no
limitations.
Encompassing big band, be-bop,
12-bar blues, Latin and improvisational jazz the presentation
allowed all players to shine. The
show opened with a funky salsainfluenced number written by
Victor Lopez, "You Lika da
Juice."
Other tunes included Duke
Ellington's "Prelude to a Kiss"
and "Take ihe A-Train." While
the highlight of the performance
was Dizzy Gillespie's "A Night
in Tunisia" which featured
Clayton and trumpeter Kalomo
Johnson trading solos in stunning
fashion.
The performance alone
was not the only positive
experience for the ensemble;
a master class was held before
the performance during which
Clayton explained several
facets of becoming a better
improvisational musician.
Professor Ray Bfiggs directed
the presentation and describes
the master class as a coaching
session. He said, "A master
class is when you have a pro
fessional musician come in
and they play and talk about
what they do to get a certain
sound or certain piece under
their fingers ... they listen to
the students perform and they

Jeff Clayton and the CSUSB Jazz Ensemble.

critique them."
Clayton has been compared
to the late great Julian
"Cannonball" Adderley who
performed with many Jazz
Masters including Miles Davis.
Clayton disclosed his affection
for "Cannonball" on stage by
saying he is his favorite saxo
phonist and then performed a
solo tribute to "Cannonball"
with soulful swagger.
Clayton has performed with
artists such as Michael Jackson,

Frank Sinatra, the Count Basic
Orchestra and Stevie Wonder.
"From Stevie Wonder I
learned about songwriting and
communicating without speech.
He taught his musicians to
reach into a feeling that would
pull you into another dimension
and allow you to access infor
mation that you didn't possess,"
says Clayton.
Clayton conveyed some
of the lessons he learned from
Stevie Wonder during the

master class and rehearsal
with
the
CSUSB
Jazz
Ensemble.
Regarding the opportunity
of performing with an experi
enced musician like Clayton,
pianist Brett McCluskey said,
"You gain lots of feel ... his
presence calms everybody
down ... he didn't rush any
thing." In fact, every musi
cian who performed a solo
was encouraged to improvise.
The last song performed

Upcoming events
t-'rce SiiiiiiiiL'i- (\)iiccrls til C'al State

Imic 15 The
Rcdifining the folk tvadiiion the Waifs are proof that the itcouslic music
scene continues to fiurish and their perfonnances are a feast for anyone :
wanting to expcrioance folk/rock Ausirafia-style.
July
Tribute to Ihc
Since their inception, EJuckbeai lias become one of the countr\''s hottest ;
cnrcrlainincnt trihiue acts. The momolxu s of the BackBcat arc all accom
plished mu.scians and actors with un uncanny resemblance to. and a sound
haunlingly similiar to the Beatles.
July
- (iiviii; Yd i i i i >: aiul i Ik - Stx-oiui Sitvul I?;ind
The Second Street Band is a pool of approximately 4t) workl-clas.s muscians and vocalists led by Gregg Young, singer, guitari.sts and AS(\\P
songwriler.publisher. The hand will encompass a variety of music styles
including ia/:/. Blues. Rythrn & Blues, Reggae. Rock n Roll and Latin
Ja//. He sure to get on the floor and move your feet for this tremendous
high energy show.
Jiil\ IG I.dliii Si)c-icl>
Currently in il.s ihiriy-seeonJ year of ixnforming in the Inland Empire and
SouiheniCalifornia. the Latin Society hius one of the l>esi Big Band Lantin
sounds (with tunes such as "Guiuitanainera", "(Jytj^Como Va", and "Hoi,
Wol Mo •
iwiwmwifwi

was "Sister Sadie," written by
Horace Silver, which again
featured Jeff Clayton and
trumpeter Kalomo Johnson
exchanging solos with a ^
familiarity that suggested tht/ll*
had been playing together for
years.
The next scheduled recital
for the CSUSB Jazz Ensemble
is Friday, May 30, in the
CSUSB
Performing Arts
Recital Hall. For more infor
mation call (909) 880-7516.

The Coyote
Chronicle
is looking
for stajf
writers. So
if you have
the will,
there is a
way and it
has a
coyote
on it.
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Coyote Movie Ticket

It's new to to you, but it was Ringu

Photo courtesy of ringufan.com

The Coyote Movie Ticket has that effect on you sometimes.

By Ivan Fernandez and
Marcos Landin
Sta^ff WrUers
Welcome back to a
guarter.

show some skin and we're all
the better for it. Behold, the
only thing greater than you,
the Coyote Movie Ticket!

Mild Rating: Get A Second
Opinion
Poor Rating: Save Your
Money For A Lapdance

RINGU

Excellent Rating:
litl'n

ous video kills whomever Strangely enough, the two
views it, unless that viewer main characters In Ringu,
reporter Reiko Asakawa and
can solve its mystery.
her
ex-husband
Ryuji
Ivan: Before The Ring
Takayama,
have
ESP
powers
appeared in theaters here in
the U.S., Ringu was scaring were they can see into the
audiences in Japsm. Ringu is past, simply by focusing on
or
something.
the film The Ring is based on. someone
Ringu debuted in theaters in Obviously, something like
1998, after first appearing as this isn't going to fly here in
a novel by Koji Suzuki II. The the U.S.
film has also spawned a pre- Marcos: That's why we add
quel and a sequel. Now, the explosions, the teen nudi
Ringu debuts on American ty and the big...oh wait, none
shores on DVD, courtesy of of that was in The Ring.
Well, we did add a very dif
Dreamworks.
l^arcos:
Well
Ivan-san, ferent ending, which totally
although I did like Ringu, 1 made the two movies stand on
was entertained more with their own. Sure there are
The Ring. It seems like we similarities, but they tell dif
Americans are running out of ferent stories...and yes, the
good screenplays. Last year chick comes out of the TV at
Cameron Crowe re-made the the end, only she's Japanese.
Spanish film Abre Los Ojos, Ivan: Overall, if you're a fan
and called it Vanilla Sky. of The Ring, you should
What's next?
Are the check out Ringu. However, I
Japanese going to start re can't say that this one belongs
making our movies??? I can in the permanent collection.
see it now... Pearl Harbor The Verdict: Get A Second
Opinion
(with alternate ending).
Ivan: You can see were the
*E-maii us at coyotecultural differences in Ringu movieticket@hotmail.com or
why we'll climb out of your TV
osC^ changes were made. sets.

What's with Finch?
By Heather Hubbard

Staff Writer
The next time you hear your neigh
borhood garage band practicing, don't call
the cops or yell obscenities at them. You
never know; tomorrow you might be hear
ing about their new record deal, world
wide tour and new video on MTV.
Our own Inland Empire natives (they
started out in Temecula) Finch landed a
record deal with Drive-Thru Records
(which led to a contract with MCA
Records). Strohmeyer wrote a fan letter
to the record label, kept in contact with
them, and when the band finally felt they
were ready to leave their garage practice
days behind, performed for a Drive-Thru
producer who signed them on immediate
lyFinch (Nate Barcalow-vocalist,
Derek Doherty-bass, Randy Strohmeyer
& Alex Linares-guitar, and Alex Pappasdrums) came together during the 1990's
and called the band Numb; eventually
they changed the name to Finch.
* After writing songs and finding out
what music style fit the band best, they

came out with their "Falling Into Place"
HP in 2001, which contained four songs.
Yet it was also in 2001 that the guys
began work on their first full-length
record "What It Is To Bum," which was
released in March, 2002. The record's
success was obvious as the band toured
with RX Bandits, the Warped Tour, and
even a headlining tour. They recently
played quite a few dates-in our neck of
the woods: two shows in Hollywood and
two shows in San Diego.
Their March 2 show at the Palace in
Hollywood was proof enough of how huge
Finch has become. Punkers, or should I
say, emo-punk-altemative fans crowded
the theater.
The energy and excitement of the
crowd never died out. Pounding music the
band unleashed on their fans kept every
one in the Palace hyped up during Finch's
entire set.
Finch has all the ingredients for being
the next "it" band. They're cool, laid back
guys that just like to have fun and make
music. After their European tour, they'll
be on Conan O'Brien and then they'll be
off to perform some more shows.

TUESDAY & THURSDAY
Are

CSUSB

Discount
Nights

•Ik.iiQ

Now offering Delivery to CSUSB

After 6:00 p m. ;• I)ih6 in only
Now Offering Delivety to CSUSB Sejrano Village

timft one Pizza per I.D. • Specialty Pizzas Exclygcd
Photo courtesy of google.com

Finch looking rather finchy.
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War Coverage: Video game or reality television
The Weapons

By Jesse Henderson
A&E Editor
Since the beginning of this
war, some have stay glued to
cable news channels like CNN
and MSNBC, waiting for the
next piece of information to fil
ter through media programmers
so they can feel informed about
the conflict in Iraq. But is the
American mainstream media
doing a good job at informing
the American public, or are they
just entertaining them?
Communication Professor
Dr.
Rosalind
Bresnahan,
whomis currently teaching a
course this quarter that focuses
on the media coverage of war
and international conflict, was
asked about her views on the
media coverage on the war.
Students were also interviewed
and asked to comment on the
coverage they received and its
origin.
"The greatest disservice
was in the period when we need
ed facts. We needed to under
stand who these policy makers
were and what interests do they
have that may be different from
the interests of the average
American?
People need to
know that there is information
that is not being made available
to them," said Bresnahan.
"The illusion is that if you

\
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Illustration by Maiiew Taylor

Who wants to play the War on Iraq video game?
have CNN or some of these Maria Orapeza said she watched
other channels covering the war MSNBC, NBC, and CNN for
24 hours a day, seven days a information about the war, but
week, that you must be getting when her father showed her
all of the information that's rele IraqiTV on satellite television
vant. The most important thing she saw a different picture from
is for people to recognize that the one that was being painted
the media is not doing their job." by domestic media coverage.
^ Undergradaate ^ ' student ' ii;;^ rr^*Thfy*rpi niijly showing

us the positive stuff about the
war, but on IraqiTV they show
all the negative consequences of
the war, and how the innocent
people are being affected by it,"
said Oropeza.
From the perspective of
undergraduate student Laura
Figueroa the Americair"

sion war coverage might give
too much information. The
news might aid the opposistion
in Iraq who could be watching
the same coverage.
And
although she wouldn't exactly
term herself pro-war, she does
support the troops and the
removal of Saddam Hussein.
She also said that when
watching the Spanish station
Univision she saw not only dif
ferent war coverage than what
she saw in the American chan
nels, but she also observed that
Univision gave more informa
tion. Figueroa said that the
American war coverage tried to
help the families of the soldiers
that were, overseas feel confi
dent that their sons and daugh
ters were safe and nothing was
going to happen to them.
Undergraduate
student
Aaron Fredricks said that he
thought the reason the American
media strayed away from show
ing more graphic images was
because of American sensitivity,
"I think that situation is due to
American taste and sensibility
perhaps, where most of [the
image] is very sanitized, very
clean, almost like a video game,
so you don't really see the peo
ple running away in terror."

- "War coverage

Going out...
Montiay
Supersuckers, Flogging Molly at the EI Rey Theater in L.A.
(323)936-4790
The Adicts n the Key Club in West Hollywood. (310)274-5800

Tuesday
Da Herd, GueriUa Fish, Kamillian at the Key Club in We^t
Hollywood. (310)274-5800

Wednesday

Folk Implosion at the Truubidour in West Hollywood. (310)276-

6168
Opiate for the Masses at the Whisky a Go Go in l.-A. (310)6524202
Tyrese at the House of Blues in Wl^i Hollywood. (323)848 5 KM)

Thursday
Sole, Grand Buffet, Circus at the Roxy in I A. (310)276-2222
Future Bible Heros at the Troubadour in Wc it Hollywood.
(310)276-6168
Kelly Osboume, Har Mar Superstar at the House of Blues in West

ad to the Planned

Hollywood. (323)848-5100

Wednesday

. The Alans luliana 1 hcory at the Majestic Ventura Theatre.

a free goodie bag* during the

: (805)639-3965
Pancho Sanchez, Social Intercourse at The Conga Room in L.A.
(323)938-1696
Sound Tribe Sector 9 at the House of Blues in West Hollywood.
J (323)848-5100

^

Saturday

^ Peter, Paul and Mary u The McCallum Theatre. (760).I40-2787
Scared of Girls at llie Viper Room m West Hollywood. (310)358-

1880
Sum 41 at the HoUvwuod Palladium. (323)%2-7600
Thrice at the Roxy in L.A. (310)276-2222
cKy at the Glass House in Pomona. (909)629-0377

Our Services include:
Birth Control, Emer^ncy Contraception, SID testing & treatment,
Male Services, Pregnancy testing & options. Education

For more Information, or for the Planned Parenthood
medical center nearest you, call 1-800-230-PLAN.

fn Planned Parenthood
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The search for the Arab voice Letter to the editor

By Aaron Fredericks
Assistant News Editor
Images of the war in Iraq
have inundated American televi
sion sets, with cable and network
news corporations scrambling to
beat the competition in being the
first to report developments in
the region. In the midst of this
~ struggle, a smaller, but perhaps
more poignant battle is fought
over a cherished freedom in this
country: the freedom of the press.
While one can argue that the
Bill of Rights does not extend
protection to foreign media net
works , the fact remains that the
usurpation
of
the
First
Amendment within the borders
outlet, does not serve "either
America or her long-standing
constitution.
A1 Jazeera, the Arab lan
guage news network, provides
the Middle East with news cover
age comparable in importance to
the average Arab as CNN is to the
average American. Iraq has
access receiving full representa
tion through their stations

that British and Israeli main
stream media sources have pro
vided similar correspondence to
information for which A1 Jazeera
has been criticized.
The claim that A1 Jazeera is
merely a propaganda piece, much
like the Iraqi Information
Ministry's Abu Dhabi, fails to
illustrate not only the station in
question, but the political situa
tion at large. In a region where
free press is as limited as democ
racy, A1 Jazeera stands as the
only independent news source
available for Arabs. None of the
Photo courtesy aljazeera.net
corrupt, autocratic regimes exer
However while the U.S. does not cise any control. This independ
receive full coverage of Arabic ence is more threatening to the
news stations they have full regimes. As in the case when A1
access to our news. Such a stand Jazeera suspended correspon
point serves an important aspect dence activities in Iraq to protest
of the media mission: to inform the unexplained removaljof one
of its journalists from the country
the public.
Iraqi
officials.
This
With this the administration by
action,interestingly
enough,
has
has failed not only to protect an
not
been
practiced
by
the
coali
independent forum, but has
allowed the dagger of censorship tion forces involved in the war,
to slip into the First Amendment. though Fox News Channel's
By allowing Wall Street and Geraldo Rivera has received sim
NASDAQ to remove A1 Jazeera ilar treatment from the 101®^
stock from their listings in order Airborne Division, for deliber
to punish reporting with which ately exposing American military
Corporate American does not plans and troop positions over
agree, and permitting the illegal world television.
Given the oj^xessive nature of
activity of unauthorized hacking
to shut down a site providing crit- the ruling regimes in the Middle East,
J^ieffl^^\ides a fiesh Ixeadi of
the war in Iraq.
clanty in a region otherwise filled
Because the A1 Jazeera with misinformation. A1 Jazeera's
shows graphic images of POWs covera^ becomes not so unusual,
and dead soldiers, many and following the expulsicm of its
Americans feel that it would be journalist, not fxo-Saddam. Steps
insensitive to present this to the must be taken to ensure the
public. But many do not agree beleaguered network remains
with the controversial coverage safe from attacks by hackers and
of A1 Jazeera, or the opinions of attempts of the stock market to
the various personalities on the silence the only Arab voice
network, one must keep in mind speaking the truth out loud.

Heterosexism or Politically incorrect
To the Editor
Why dtws your new "C!oyotc Dating'' feature presume that all of
the CSUSR conuniinity (or at least tho.sc that read the Chronicle-) is hctero.scxual?
Tliut is. why do you ask people "what tlioy look for in the
opposite sex" instead of "what they look for in a date".'"
C.'SI'SB has a gixxl-si/ed, thriving Eesbiun. Gay, Bisexual, and
Tiansgendor fl.GBT) community, a gay student alliance. LGBT
representation in AS! Progruniining, and an l.GBT concentra
tion within the Womcn'.s Studies minor.
1 encourage you to find more out about us~or at lea.st
amend the hoteroscxist oversight in your publication. Thanks.
-Jacqueline Rhodes
Dear Ms. Rhodes:
We at the Chronicle would like to thank you so very
much for yxnir insight into what you feel is a pixTilcm with
Otir publication. But at the same time I would like to say that
I am oflo.ndcil by your accusations of our paper being heterosexist.
I do admit that our publication d*.K:s not submit to the
Status quo (if being politically coirect, but no pubitcuiion
liuly docs use non-gender specillc lermiiK)logy or wording
that is not s[iecinc to the sexual orientation of its readership.
As lite Managing Editor of this pubitcalion and as a
man that leads an alfeniaiivc lifestyle I do feel that there is
an assumption that this publication is not trying to Ix: friend
ly towards our gay and lesbian readers. I do want to assure
vou thai our suhjeel matter rellects the catiipu.s and its
invoKotnont.
"Coyote Dating'" was a (iirecl result of our active read
ers. Wc have sought maders .tnd particijiants lliai are gay
and lesbian but most do ntit respt>rid. So I question it being
our fault as a publication for not incorporating bctiei wording of out. storiex,
" tf bur publication is read riuquenlly our readership will
acknowledge that there arc some stories that do focus on and
include the Gay ;u»d Lesbian Community, it has been a pan
of niy mission as Managing Editor to try and help the cam
pus and comtnuniiy get a belter understanding of all aspects
ofCSU.SB.
--Malhevv Taylor
Managing Editor
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Hold your smoke: Non smokers butt out
By Alan Vacks
Stajf writer
In the past there was a kind
of mystique about smokers.
Mass media portrayed smokers
with an aura of ruggedness and
assured charisma. These alluring
images coupled with the gullibil
ity and lack of health awareness
amongst our grandparents' gen
eration has made it hard for soci
ety to gently inform smokers
about the risks of smoking.
Since then, contemporary criti
cism of smoking has sprung into
collections of advertising cam
paigns around the country, espe
cially in California. CNN report
ed that two tobacco companies
are actually suing the state of
California for vilifying smokers
in television advertisements.
Of course smoking is bad
for our health: it restricts blood
vessels, causes cancer, kills brain
cells, increases chances of hav
ing a heart attack and may cause
any number of other terrible
things to occur in our bodies.
Most smokers know at least a
few of these consequences and
all smokers know that smoking
carries with it an offensive odor.
Non-smokers who insist on
reminding smokers with snide

remarks about how sickening the
smell is when sitting near some
one in class who reeks of tobac
co can hold their smoke. I'm
sure that not everyone enjoys the
bouquet of the perfume, cologne
or lotion a classmate might be
wearing. Oh well, what can we
do about it?
An individual could move
seats, ask the professors to say
something or be crass and rude
by uttering some pointless com
ment. What will that accomplish
other than creating tension and
uneasiness between classmates?
Then there are the inform
ants, perfect strangers who feel
compelled to approach and tell
smokers about the health risks
and why they should quit. Who
are these people and what makes
them think that a few statements
of consequence are going to
make some significant change in
our desire to smoke?
The fact is that smokers can
do without the dirty looks, snide
comments and estrangement pro
voked by non-smokers just the
same as non-smokers can do
without second hand smoke.
Non-smokers no longer have to
deal with second hand smoke in
bars or restaurants, but smokers
do have to cope with the alien-

fUtt 9MI'
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Photo courtesy of altavista.com

^ ahead, light it up.
ation that comes with their obli
gation to smoke outside of the
bar or restaurant.
Maybe
people
smoke
because they enjoy it or they are
addicted and can't stop. Perhaps
it's the anxiety they feel from
non-smokere' unfair judgments
and disparagement that forces
them to a smolder in their own
dismay.

It's life. Smog is bad for
you, caffeine is bad for you, too
much sun is bad for you, welldone red meat it is bad for you,
too much alcohol is bad for you,
etc.... Non-smokers have to deal
with smokers and smokers have
to deal with the results of the
media's negative imagery that
causes outbursts of disgust
among non-smokers.

Next, they'll be banning cof
fee from coffee houses and ciga
rettes from smoke shops. At
least New York City offered
some help to the smokers they so
eloquently restricted with their
smoking ban in restaurants and
bars. The first 35,000 smokers to
turn in their cigarettes received a
six-week supply of nicotine
patches.
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April 7-14

Tuesday, April 8
ASI Finance/CAB Board Meeting
Student Union Board Room
10:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m

Wednesday, April 9
Day of Silence
Student Union
Women's Resource Center
12:00 p.m. - 1:00 p.m
co-sponsored by:
GLBT Campus Resource

ASI Board of Directors Meeting
Student Union Board room
12:00 p.m. - 2:00 p.m.

X5932

Salsa & Swing Club
HP-104
9:00 p.m
For more information,
contact us at
sal5aswingclub@yahoo.com

Lakers Lounge
Student Union Gameroom
7:00 p.m
Lakers vs. Dallas Mavericks
sponsored by:
Student Union Gameroom
X 2195

Prepared Courtesy of
Student Union Graphic Arts

Sunday, April 13

Thursday, April 10
Lakers Lounge
Student Union Gameroom
7:00 p.m
Lakers vs. Sacramento Kings
sponsored by:
Student Union Gameroom
X 2195

Farmer's Market Field Trip
Los Angeles Farmer's Market
10:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m
$5/students $7/general
co-sponsored by:
GLBT Campus Resource

X5253

X7203

Self Mutilation (Lecture)
With Dr. Tracy Alderman
Sycamore Room
12:00 p.m
sponsored by:
Student Union
Women's Resource Center
X 7203

Saturday, April 12

To place an event
in the Calendar,
please bring
information to
Student Union Graphics,
room SU112,
call X3942,
or e-mail to:
sugraphics@csusb.edu

Metro City Church Services
Student Union Board Room
8:00 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.

Friday, April 11
Laugh Lines
Student Union Fireplace Lounge
6:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m
sponsored by:
Student Union
Adult Re-Entry Center

X5253

A Space Like this one coulci be
yours for a low low price.
Does your club or organization
need some advertising.
Advertise with the Chronicle
Call or email for more
information 909 880 5289 or
Shchron@csush.edu

^91
10% discount off your purchase
at either Togo's or Baskin Robbins with
valid CSUSB student or fjK:uUy I.D,
Please present I.D, at the time of order.
Not valid with any other discount, coupon
or promotion.

Togo's/Baskin Robbins
4375 North University Parkway sune im
S«n Bernardino, i.:\ 92407

909-473-7494

corner

Next to McDonald's

^UBUJRY"
FREE

6-inch Subnd Get a
Bay onmV SiA ft a targe

Mills ftM* eactK,I
Aamaa ManMt
ftHimav SeraNHehea 1

Secomf S" Sua of ftqual or Leseer Value Free 41«4 N. Sl«rr« Way |
Sm Beroartflno CA #24.
Om CwqMM |wctntMSM Hat vaadwMkaawaeMrafter,
I
after miH at WalaeaMnealK CiMiutnfMteinilMmaal*, ^t9tu..#34a
L..
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• Paradise
I Nails & Skin Care
I 3205 W. Kendall Dr. #2B

1 San Bernardino, CA 92407
• (Corner of Kendall & Palm)

[ Mon-Fri: 9AM-7PM
[ Saturday: 9AM-6PM
I Sunday: 10AM-5PM

1 (909) 880-9098

Why Weight?
Eat Healthy.

®

Ik

0

Any of OHjr healthy and
deUclone fandwtchcs. yogurt#
or fresh fralt emoothieg
Early Bird Special |
9AM-3PM Mon-Thur 1
Full Set $16.00
I
Fill $ 9.00
•
Waxing
(Bring Coupon)
,

j

ence
april 8, 2003

Hour of Silence

12 pm -1 pm

DiscussiorJ 1 pm - 2 prr
SANDWICHES

FROZEN YOGURT

SMOOTHIES

held in student union
women's resource center
for more information, call x7203
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-Music Continued from page 1
from Michigan Tech University President Cnrtis Tompkins who
would have favored the music industry contact the universities
directly, in order to stop the ilkgal practice of copyright infringe
ment before it escalated. The RIAA still stands firmly by its
actions and will continue to file suits against students m the
future.
For further information on the issue of copyright
infringement or die Recording Indusby Asscoiaticm of America
please log on to www.cnn.com or www.riaa.<^.

-Geneva continued from page 2
POWs is left to the leaders of the government and military.
However, as proven in recent years by the prosecution and
imprisonment of Rwandan and Yugoslav leaders for wartime
defiance of the Geneva Convention, consequences do ensue for
those who do not follow the rules.

I
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-Health continued from page 3
the Federal Trade Commission (PTC),* to make the firms who
market the drug in dietary supplements, to lake responsibility for
misleading claims of their product being "'sate."
FTC chairman Timothy J. Muris told the press that; "... We
will pursue aggressively marketers making deceptive claims
about the safety or effectiveness of products."
Because Fphedrine is not P'DA regulated, the .MIA wants
consumers to know that tN? drug can be produced by individuals
wifliout a medical, pharmacology, or toxicology degree. This
memis that there can be v^iations in the actual potency and over
all design of the drug.
•
For further information on the drug Ephedrine and the FDA
i to
the evidence of adveree effects log cai to www.fda.gov.

-Coffee continued from page 4
to someone not at the event. He also commented about the event
saying that "It's a nice relaxed atmosphere, its even more fun lis
tening to other people."
The ending sets of the night were performed by the former
members of The Trade. They first performed together and
brought back some memories of the old days. The event was
ended with the members Theresa Raef and Darcy doing solo per
formances. This event is only the beginning in a series of events
to come that will be oriented towards the GLBT community. In
the future there will be A Day of Silence, a movie eight, and
CSUSB pride.

-Expo continued from page 5
I he Career Development Center has done this event for
about 20 ye«s nowHiis event was not just for CSUSB students. In fact, among
the attendees there were people from ITT Tecluncal Institute,
Trade College, and UCR. There was definitely a good mix of peo
ple.
Most of the public really oijoyed this ev^t. As Trade
College student Michelle Strickler said, "diis was a great oppor
tunity to really network with companies which will be of great
benefit to me in the future."
In total there were 1.116 people that attended, winch high
lighted a great success rate. Any further information that is need
ed should be available at the Career Developmeni Center on fee
third floor of University Hall.
-

Law
IVaffic Defenders, Inc.
We defend ALL moving violations including: Traffic
Tickets, Driving Under the Influence, Driving with a
Suspended License, and DMV Hearings. Call Traffic

Defenders at (909)862-4200

courtesy of googlc.com
"A lot of the images shown are due to corporate adherence and probably not wanting to annoy the
administration too much "

It's horrifying."
"People are essentially
-War Coverage con
being encouraged to treat the
tinued from page10 war as if it were a video game
.
the puiposeislp
ihc highest score in the short
Coincidenialiy, the San Jose est amount of time and then
Mercury News reported last feel good about it. As long as
week in a story titled "Iraq war that is the case we have this
reverberates in video-game sort of a vicious circle, if peo
world", that Electronic Arts of ple have been trained to use
Redwood City, California is the media that way they won't
developing a version of one of ask the questions, and if they
their popular games that don't ask the questions fee
includes a military campaign media will keep doing what
in Iraq.
their doing."
On the topic of war
"A lot of the images
becoming
entertainment, shown are due to corporate
Bresnahan had this to say adherence and probably not
,"Feople are being encouraged wanting to annoy the [Bush]
to view the war as they would administration too much since
rote for the home team in a [the American media] have
football game with the logos been allowed a certain glimpse
and fee music, and all the way of coverage by having embed
its being presented as a specta ded reporters," said Fredricks.
cle. If people are encouraged Who went on to say that he
to look at those explosions and thought fear of losing a spot
cheer fee flashes of light light and being fed information was
ing up the Baghdad sky and fee reason fee reporters prac
not to see beneath every one of tice self-censorship.
those are real human beings
"Live satellite feeds have
feat are being blown to bits. seemed to make war immedi

ate, with viewers encouraged
to ooh-and-ah while watching
missiles strike Baghdad as
though t^ were a firework
Solomon in his Ivitest book he

co-authored called Target Iraq;
What the News Media Didn't.
Tell You. "Television promises
to bring war into our living
rooms, but even as the blood
flows and the agonies are
endured far away, the coverage
functions to make us more
emotionally obtuse than ever.
We're not only anesthetized;
we may also be convinced that
our awareness is being made
more acute. Wife war, televi
sion accentuates myths of con
nectedness even as it further
removes us from actual human
connection."
"We are the good guys. We are
the liberators. We are seeing
fire light up fee sky, we are not
seeing the arms and legs and
heads blown off by those
bombs, so you can actually
feel good about it," said
Bresnahan.
Can you?

Are you looking for the scoop?
The 'Realness'?
The truth behind the hype?
Wanna know the truth behind the
politics?

Join the
Chronicle

for info come by our office UH037
or call @ 909 880 5289

Men's golf
gets no breaks
v;-.'
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Robert Whitehead/CSUSB

Cal State San Bernardino's women's tennis team is 3-7 overall and 1-7 in the California Collegiate
Athletic Association, and have sometimes seemed like shadows in CCAA conference play

defeat of the hosting Chapman lopsided victory of the season.
University, which was one of The Lady Coyotes play Biola
Lady Coyotes biggest wins of the again April 5 at Biola University
"and will look to repeat the feat in
has been a tough 2003 sea season.
This helps give the ladies Biola's home court.
son for the CSUSB Lady Coyotes
The lady's did not have any
confidence going into the CCAA
tennis team.
However, they have won two Conference Tournament, which matches to play during the spring
matches in a row and are looking ends the 2003 season. The pause, so this should have them
to finish the season on a positive CCAA Tournament begins April well rested for the Biola match
18 and continues through April and the CCAA Tournament.
note.
The Lady Coyotes are cur
20.
They Lady Coyotes have not
rently
3-7 overall and 1-7 in the
The
Lady
Coyotes
biggest
played a match since March 14
although those matches played confidence builder of the season CCAA conference, their only win
might have come against Biola the CCAA was against Cal State
on that day were eventful.
They went into Chapman University in the second match of Bakersfiefd on Feb 28.
However, they will still be
University and beat two chal the day.
The ladies handed Biola an invited to the CCAA Tourney this
lenging teams.
The first win was a close 5-4 8-1 spanking, which is their most season.

Wesley Collins
Staff Writer
While Cal State San
Bernardino students enjoyed
their spring pause, the CSUSB
Men's Golf Club was busy at
work.
They played two tourna
ments during their spring break
that included the CSUSB Coyote
Classic and the UC Davis
It^vitational.
The Coyotes finished fourth
fn the CSU San Bernardino
Coyote Classic, which was held
March 24-25. The fourth place
finish was their best performance
this season.
The Coyotes followed up
their success in the Coyote
Classic with a thirteenth place
finish
in the UC Davis
Invitational, which was held
March 31 - April 1.
With only two more tourna
ments remaining, the Coyotes are

looking to finish strong.
The last two tournaments
remaining include the George
Buzzini invitational, which is
being held on April 14-15 and,
the
CCAA
Conference
Tournament, which is being held
April 21-22.
If the Coyotes keep playing
like they have been this season
they will have a strong chance to
finish in the top five in both
events. The Coyotes have not
finished below 15th place all
year, and have only missed plac
ing in the top ten in two events.
Even though the season is a
short one there is one goal to be
accomplished;
making
the
NCAA West Region Toiunament.
The NCAA West Region
Tournament is a lofty goal for
any golf team. It is being held
May 5-6 in a location to be
announced. If all goes as sched
uled they will be there come
May.

Wesley Collins
Staff Writer
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Junior J.R. Reyes walks the green and is one of the top returners for
the men's golf team in 2003

Coyote Softball consistently inconsistent
Wesley Collins
Staff Writer
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Sophomore Kara Dutton looks to score against CCAA adversary, UC Davis

The 2003 softball season is
coming to a close for the CSUSB
Lady Coyotes and so are the
struggles that have come with it.
It has been a tough season for
the ladies - a season filled with
hard loses and few victories.
The Lady Coyotes most
recent victories came against
Azusa Pacific^ University in a dou
ble header on March 20.
They beat Azusa 8-0 in the
first game and slugged it out into'
extra innings in the second game
before winning 13-12. The next
two doubleheaders that followed
that impressive sweep were not so
bright.
The first doubleheader was
against CCAA division adversary
Cal State Stanislaus and produced

very close outcomes, however the
Lady Coyotes lost both games 0-2
and 0-2. The second doublehead
er was at home against HawaiiHilo and proved to be a very
tough day for the ladies. They lost
the first game 1-9 and followed
that up by losing the second game
0-9.
The Lady Coyotes softball
team is currently 5-15 in the
CCAA and 8-32 overall. Their
remaining games include match
ups with conference foes UC
Davis, Chico State, UC San
Diego, Cal State Bakersfield and
Cal State Dominguez Hills.
They have two home games
remaining, which include a dou
bleheader May 2 against Cal State
Bakersfield at 1:30 p.m. and 3:30
p.m. and a doubleheader May 3
against Cal State Dominguez
Hills at noon and 2 p.m.
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Water polo is currently experiencing success in the pool under new head coach Tom Tinw all with a 1710 overall record

Women's water polo unsinkable
Wesley ColHhs
^taJJ Writer

The CSUSB Women's Water
Polo Team is having a very successfiil 2003 season.
They are looking to cany that
success over into the spring quar
ter and make a run at the WWPA
West Regional Championship.
The Lady Coyotes are cur
rently 17-10 on the season, how
ever they have endured some
tough losses over die spring break.
The ladies participated in the
Claremont Tournament during
March 22-23, during which they
lost three of four games.

ment proved to be a tough one for
the ladies.
The first game was a 7-8
defeat by the University of
Laveme and the second game was
an 8-11 loss to Cal Baptist
University.
The ladies then split the sec
ond day by beating UC Davis 1511 and then losing to Cal State
Northridge 2-7.
The ladies then went on to
lose dieir next game at home to
Santa Clara 4-10 on March 26.
Even though the Lady
Coyotes have lost four out of their
last 5 games they are still having a

I hey are currently seven
games above .500 and will be
looking to build confidence by
winning some of their remaining
games.
This confidence will be need
ed in the WWPA West Regional
Tournament at CSU Bakersfield,
which is being held April 25-27.
The ladies remaining regular
season games include three at
home.
They will be played against
UC Santa Cruz on April 5 at 10
a.m., Cal State Hayward on April
13 at 10 a.m. and Cal Tech on
April 19 at 11 a.m.

Michael Jordan experi
enced the agony of vtalking
,g|way from baskeiball when he
first retired but fiien re^irs^^oihe game iwicc. and is now
2tnnii U) iciito foi' a ihirvl lime
I or many aililctcs and
praciitioner.s of ihcir domain,
walking away from their piofe.ssion IS similar (o the pain of
a rout canal
Walking away is always
himl espcciully when you the
love game you pamcipalc in.
.lurdan's absence from the
game will be painful but it will

.1 PUM)J.
Chronicic i-lalT,

S

will he painfully missed.
However, there arc ath
letes that arc ciiiTenlly playing
in their respective sports tliat
should could consider walking
away iVoin the game.
I or
instance,
Eminit
Smith, who now plays for the
Ari/orni (. ardinals, should
have probably ended his career
as a Dallas Cowboy, but he
chose mil to.
Anothei athlete that mighi
•warn to give up the game of
basketball is Shaq O'Neil. He

shouldn't reiirc tomorrow, but;
perhaps, down the roitd in two:
or three seasons, he might want j
to lca\e the game.
Usually, the hindsight
is required of ;ui aihlcte to rccis consihlentlv cU
ihcu Ill's s* and '•mnotit
money otTheir.sjxirt.
John Stockon and
Malonc of the Utah J.'cz
been playing for decades and!
might not quit until they win aj
championship. Karl Malonej
retire if acquires the all-i
lime NH'\ sv;onng record.
Still die question rcinams,';
why don't athletes retire whenj
they have hi?

some^i
much needed light on dicf^eslion tiforcmcntioned.
Being a high-profile ath
lete and the iimc light thai
comc.s with it is e.xtreniely
10 let go of
But It is important
name athlctas
worn down
.say enough iS
enough. "I'm going lo retire.
However, knowing when
to call It quits is a hard cone
to giasp, hilt if Ihcy love
game that much, who
blame them?
hh

Baseball staring at the bottom of the CCAA barrel
Beatriz Barragan
Staff Writer
In the first half of their base
ball season the Coyote baseball
team has struggled with their
record.
Despite the good perform
ances of all the players, the team
is residing low in the conference
standings with a 16-13 overall
record and 8-11 conference
record.
Coyotes have been hurt by
canceled, postponed, and an
abundant amount of away game
losses.
So far, CSUSB has played a
total of 14 away games, there has
been one non-conference game
cancellation, one postponed
game and nine losses.
Even though CSUSB has not
been able to secure a win outside
of San Bernardino, the team has

ing 1.93 ERA and has a 5-1 pitch
ing record.
Junior Danny Lambaren
holds off the opposition with his
2.92 ERA, while the closing posi
tion seems to fall on Junior
Ignacio Estrada with a 2.33 ERA.
Offensively, the Coyotes,
have also done well. CSUSB is
third in their conference with a.
.317 batting average.
Junior Michael Reh leads his
team with a .390 batting average.
Senior Mark Ayala Jr. has
also supplied offensive power
with .360 batting average and
five homeruns.
Important games are yet to
Robert Whitehead/CSUSB
come, CSUSB has 17 games and
CSUSB men i baseball team hope they can slide past their opponents in the CCAA standings
they face UC Davis and Sonoma
State
who are consistently win
proven to defend home territory UC Davis, for a three game series upper hand in the CCAA confer
ning
their
games. Their remain
at Arrowhead Credit Union Park. ence.
with a 13-4 home record.
ing
games
will decide their
As
expected,
senior
starter
With the team fourth in the
But the test is yet to come;
CCAA
and
NCAA
tournament
Charles
Rohr
has
pitched
strong
starting on April 4 the Coyotes conference with a 3.80 ERA the
appcEirances.
innings
giving
him
a
team
lead
Coyotes
may
be
able
to
have
the
will face No. 3 in the conference,

